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Abstract
Nuclear collisions at intermediate, relativistic, and ultra-relativistic
energies oﬀer unique opportunities to study in detail manifold fragmenta-
tion and clustering phenomena in dense nuclear matter. At intermediate
energies, the well known processes of nuclear multifragmentation – the
disintegration of bulk nuclear matter in clusters of a wide range of sizes
and masses – allow the study of the critical point of the equation of state
of nuclear matter. At very high energies, ultra-relativistic heavy-ion col-
lisions oﬀer a glimpse at the substructure of hadronic matter by crossing
the phase boundary to the quark-gluon plasma. The hadronization of the
quark-gluon plasma created in the ﬁreball of a ultra-relativistic heavy-ion
collision can be considered, again, as a clustering process. We will present
two models which allow the simulation of nuclear multifragmentation and
the hadronization via the formation of clusters in an interacting gas of
quarks, and will discuss the importance of clustering to our understand-
ing of hadronization in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions.
While most experimental studies concerning clustering and fragmentation of
matter focus on the scale of atoms and molecules, there are prominent examples
of these phenomena on the more fundamental scale of nuclear matter. In this
note, we want to brieﬂy present two of them: the multifragmentation transition
for heated, diluted nuclear matter, and the clustering of quarks and hadrons at
the transition from a quark-gluon-plasma to a gas of hadrons. The theoretical
models we will use to study the relevant physics are the Quantum Molecular
Dynamics (QMD) for nuclear matter, and the quark Molecular Dynamics (qMD)
for the subnuclear degrees of freedom, respectively. We will further discuss how
clustering helps to understand data from ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions
at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), on the level of clustering both
of partons and of hadrons.
1Figure 1: Results of a Quan-
tum Molecular Dynamics sim-
ulation of bulk nuclear matter
at diﬀerent densities. While
at normal nuclear densities
(lower row), nuclear matter
is distributed homogeneously,
prominent clustering builds
up at diluted densities, ρ ∼
0.1ρ0 (upper row).
1 Multifragmentation in Nuclear Matter
At the heart of all matter, nearly all the mass of every atom is concentrated in
the tiny atomic nucleus, taking roughly 1/1015 of the volume of the atom. The
atomic nucleus is build up of protons and neutrons, which are bound together
by nuclear forces, eﬀective remnants of the fundamental strong interaction be-
tween quarks and gluons. Understanding the the nuclear forces is essential in
order to understand, for example, which nuclei can be stable, and to gain a com-
plete overview of the chart of isotopes. From the theoreticians point of view, a
possible way to study nuclear forces is to incorporate them in a model which is
then solved numerically on a computer. Such a model is, e. g. the Quantum
Molecular Dynamics (QMD) of nuclear matter. Here, nucleons are modelled as
Gaussian wavepackets, with realistic potential interactions corresponding to the
nuclear forces, and Fermi statistics is mimicked by a Pauli potential [1]. Results
of QMD calculations of bulk nuclear matter at diﬀerent nuclear densities are
shown in ﬁgure 1. While at normal nuclear densities, bulk nuclear matter is
homogeneous, a strong clustering is observed at low densities (ρ ≈ 0.1ρ0).
2Figure 2: The Equation of State (EoS)
of nuclear matter at diﬀerent temper-
atures. Solid lines show the energy
per nucleon for inﬁnite, homogeneous
nuclear matter at diﬀerent tempera-
tures. This energy will be lowered sig-
niﬁcantly if the clustering of nucleons
is taken into account (dotted marks).
What are the physical consequences of this clustering? While it is diﬃcult
to access nuclear forces directly by experiment, a lot of information can be
gained by the study of the Equation of State (EoS) of nuclear matter, which
gives the energy per nucleon as a function of nuclear density. The EoS can be
probed, for example, in nuclear collisions. In a ﬁrst approximation, looking at
homogeneous, inﬁnite nuclear matter, the energy per nucleon depends on bulk
nuclear density and temperature. These relations are is plotted for diﬀerent
temperatures in ﬁgure 2 as solid lines. However, calculations with QMD show
that allowing for clustering will lower the energy per nucleon. These energy
shifts are most prominent at low densities and temperatures, where clustering
is strongest.
How can these calculations be checked by experiment in the laboratory? On
possibility is the analysis of nuclear collisions at intermediate energies (about
100–500 MeV/N). Such collisions yield in a ﬁrst stage compressed nuclear mat-
ter, which subsequently expands, thereby running through a stage of diluted
3Figure 3: The Guggenheim plot for ﬁ-
nite nuclear matter in diﬀerent nuclear
collisions: Nuclear fragments populate
the the low density (vapour) branch of
the coexistence curve of ﬁnite nuclear
matter. (from Elliott et al. [3].)
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nuclear matter which fragments in clusters of diﬀerent sizes. Of course, the sys-
tems studied in such collisions are far from representing inﬁnite nuclear matter
which exists only in neutron stars, so it is essential to take into account ﬁnite
size eﬀects [2]. It turns out of the study of the cluster size distribution that the
fragmentation of nuclear matter in these collisions can be understood in terms
of a liquid-gas phase transition: diluted and heated nuclear matter fragments
and evaporates like a Van der Waals ﬂuid! Figure 3 shows the corresponding
Guggenheim plot, representing the results of this fragmentation analysis [3].
2 Clustering and the transition to the quark-
gluon plasma
At the liquid-gas transition of nuclear matter, the substructure of the nucle-
ons does not matter. However, as is well known since the 1970s, all hadrons
such as protons and neutrons do have such a substructure: they are composed
of quarks and gluons. Hadrons consisting of three quarks are called baryons,
hadrons made up of a quark and an antiquark are called mesons. (Very re-
cently, a short living state consisting of ﬁve quarks – a so called pentaquark
state, with 4 quarks and 1 anti-s-quark and the electric charge of the proton
– has been found in nuclear reactions [4], but we will not discuss this topic
further.) One may ask whether it is possible to separate single quarks from
nucleons by suitable scattering experiments. This, however, can not happen,
which is a consequence of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the gauge theory
describing the interaction between quarks.
In QCD, quarks carry a so-called colour charge, which comes in three types
(red, green, blue), corresponding to the fundamental representation of the gauge
group SU(3). This colour charge should not be confused with the quark ﬂavour,
which can be up, down, strange, charm, top, and bottom, where only the ﬁrst
4Figure 4: A schematic view
of the phase diagram of nuclear
matter. For diluted, cool sys-
tems, there is the liquid-gas tran-
sition. For hot or dense sys-
tems, hadronic matter undergoes
the transition to the quark-gluon
plasma.
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four are relevant in current nuclear collision experiments. The gauge bosons
mediating the interactions between quarks are called gluons. Since the gauge
group SU(3) is non-abelian, gluons also interact among themselves. As a con-
sequence, the colour ﬁeld created by two quarks of opposing colour does not
spread over all space as in electrodynamics, but is conﬁned to a so-called ﬂux
tube. This means that the interaction energy between two quarks increases lin-
early with distance. A large enough increase of the distance between two quarks
hence deposits enough energy in the ﬂux tube that a new quark-antiquark pair
will be created in the ﬂux tube, not allowing a single quark to escape. For the
same reason, all hadrons are colour neutral, hence internally carrying colour
and anticolour (mesons) or three diﬀerent colours (baryons). This property of
QCD is called colour conﬁnement.
2.1 Experimental studies of the quark-gluon plasma
Colour conﬁnement does not mean, however, that quarks must always be bound
to hadrons. It means that there can be no single, free colour charges. Larger
chunks of nuclear matter consisting of hadrons can indeed undergo transition
to a dense system of free quarks and gluons – this is the transition to the
quark-gluon plasma (QGP). Figure 4 shows a simpliﬁed, schematic version the
corresponding phase diagram of nuclear matter. Normal nuclear matter from
atomic nuclei is at T = 0 MeV and at ρ0 =112 MeV/fm3. At lower densities and
slightly higher temperatures, there is the liquid-gas transition with its critical
point which manifests itself in the multifragmentation of nuclear matter. At
zero temperature and higher densities, there is the bulk nuclear matter which
is found in neutron stars. At higher temperatures there is the deconﬁnement
transition, above which quarks and gluons can move freely in the hot and dense
system. At the transition to the quark-gluon plasma, quark masses drop to
5Figure 5: Time evolution of
the number of quarks and anti-
quarks in a Pb+Pb collision
at SPS energies (
√
sNN =
17.3 GeV), as calculated from
qMD. Quarks form clusters of
three quarks or of a quark and
an antiquark, which are mapped
to baryons and mesons, respec-
tively.
qMD-Output (zt plane, 40 fm x 40 fm/t): Pb + Pb @ 160 GeV/N
quark+antiquarks: 1 10 100
their current masses and chiral symmetry is restored, which is why the QGP
transition is also called chiral transition.
Probably the only place in nature where the quark-gluon plasma transition
has ever occurred is the early universe. Nevertheless, it is possible to study this
transition in the laboratory – this is the scientiﬁc aim of the ultra-relativistic
heavy ion programs at GSI in Darmstadt, CERN, and the RHIC at BNL. In
these experiments, heavy nuclei such as Au or Pb are brought to collisions at
energies of
√
sNN ≈ 7−18 GeV (CERN-SPS) or even
√
sNN ≈ 130−200 GeV
(BNL-RHIC). In such a collision, nuclear matter is compressed, and a ﬁreball
– a zone of very hot and dense nuclear matter – is created, where the transi-
tion to the QGP state occurs. In the subsequent expansion and cooling of the
ﬁreball, the quark-gluon matter condenses again to a dense, interacting system
of hadrons, which further expands and undergoes the chemical freeze-out after
which there are no more changes in the composition of the system. The ﬁnal
state hadrons are the particles that can be measured in detectors. Temperatures
and chemical potentials which can be extracted from the measured hadrons at
diﬀerent experiments yield the curve of chemical freeze-out shown in ﬁgure 4.
2.2 Modelling the quark-gluon plasma: qMD
Since QCD is a very complex theory which is not yet solved analytically, the-
oretical studies of the quark-gluon plasma always involve the construction of
models. One such model which can be used to examine the hadronization of an
expanding quark-gluon plasma is the quark molecular dynamics (qMD).
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Figure 6: Transverse mass spectra of quarks in the initial phase of the the qMD cal-
culation (left) and at hadronization (right). The spectra can be ﬁtted quite reasonably
with a thermal model. Temperatures from the slope of the spectra show cooling during
the time evolution, which is much stronger for mixed quarks than for direct quarks.
The idea of this model is to treat quarks (and antiquarks) as classical par-
ticles carrying a colour charge and interacting via a potential which increases
linearly with distance and thus mimics the conﬁning properties of colour ﬂux
tubes. The relative strength of the coupling depends on the colours of the quarks
involved, and it can be both attractive and repulsive. Thus, the Hamiltonian of
the model reads
H =
N X
i=1
q
  p2
i + m2
i +
1
2
X
i,j
CijV (|  ri −  rj|) , V (r) = −
3
4
αs
r
+ κr (1)
The time evolution of a system of quarks described by this Hamiltonian
yields the formation of clusters of two quarks (quark and antiquark with colour
and anticolour) and of three quarks (or three antiquarks) of three diﬀerent
colours. This is due to the colour-dependency of the interaction, which favours
a redistribution of a homogeneous system in colour neutral clusters. In qMD,
these clusters are mapped on hadronic states according to their masses and
quantum numbers such as spin and isospin.
Starting from this Hamiltonian, Monte Carlo calculations show a transition
between two very distinct phases [5], from one dominated by clusters at low
temperatures, to a phase of free quarks at high energies. This can be seen as a
simple model of the quark-gluon plasma transition.
qMD can thus be used to simulate the hadronization of the expanding ﬁre
ball in a heavy ion collision [6]. Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the number
of quarks and antiquarks in a Pb+Pb collision at SPS (
√
sNN = 17.3 GeV/N).
7Figure 7: Transverse mo-
mentum spectrum of charged
hadrons in central Au+Au
collisions at RHIC energies
(
√
sNN = 200 GeV). Data
from the PHENIX experiment
can be understood as showing
the sum of two contributions
from parton clustering and
parton fragmentation, where
parton fragmentation dominates
at p⊥ > 4 GeV (top). The
transition from clustering to
fragmentation is also seen in the
ratio of p/π
+ (bottom). Note
diﬀerent p⊥ ranges of this plot
and and the plots in ﬁgure 6.
(From Fries et al. [10].)
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One sees that after an eigenzeit ≈ 15 fm/c, hadronization is over, what is
a very reasonable result. While qMD allows to calculate experimental observ-
ables like particle numbers and momentum spectra, it oﬀers also the opportunity
to look into the microscopic dynamics of hadronization not directly accessible
to experiment. Figure 6 shows the transverse momentum spectra (a measure
of temperature) of “direct” quarks (quark correlations from one initial hadron
forming again the “same” hadron) and “mixed quarks”, which regroup to form
new hadronic clusters. While the initial temperatures of the two populations
of quarks are essentially the same, mixed quarks show a much stronger cooling
in the expansion than direct quarks. This means that in this model, the quark
system is made up of two distinct subsystems: quarks which interact and inter-
change their role in between the hadronic correlations, and quarks which escape
essentially without interaction from the system, forming hadrons which can be
traced back to the initial stage of the collision.
2.3 Partonic clustering at RHIC
One of the remarkable discoveries in the experiments at RHIC in Brookhavenhas
been the suppression of pion yields at transversemomenta p⊥ > 2 GeV in central
Au+Au collisions in comparison to p+p collisions. This is generally understood
as a consequence of jet quenching and interpreted as a strong signal of the
creation of a quark-gluon plasma. At the collision energies of RHIC, quarks
and gluons are considered as partons which may scatter with large exchange
of momentum. The scattered partons then fragment into hadrons (as in the
string picture mentioned before), which carry away the transverse momentum.
If the scattered partons have to cross a colour-charged medium (as if produced
within a QGP) before fragmentation, they lose energy by processes such as gluon
8bremsstrahlung, thus depositing less transverse momentum in the ﬁnal hadrons.
This is the simply physical picture of the processes yielding jet quenching.
However, data from RHIC showed a puzzle, which was called the proton/pion
anomaly [7]: Whereas jet quenching was observed in the transverse momentum
spectra of pions as expected, it was found to be much smaller for protons and
antiprotons. This would mean that the partons fragmenting into baryons would
suﬀer less energy loss in the medium than those producing pions, which is hard
to understand. This missing suppression for baryons is seen best in the ratio
of protons to pions at transverse momenta of 2–3 GeV, where it surmounts 1
– a very unusual result. A similar riddle showed up in the analysis of elliptic
ﬂow [8, 9]. These problems can be solved by considering not only parton frag-
mentation, but also parton recombination [10, 11, 12]: In the colour-charged
medium, scattered partons can recombine and cluster to form colour-neutral
hadrons. This is the same idea as in the qMD model. Thus, partons with rel-
atively small transverse momentum can cluster to build up protons with p⊥ ∼
2–3 GeV without the need of parton fragmentation. Figure 7 shows how the
combination of both parton clustering and fragmentation yields an excellent de-
scription of the transverse mass spectra of charged hadrons. It also shows how
the observed high ratio of p/π can be understood – and makes the prediction
that this ratio should drop at higher transverse momenta.
It should be noted that the parton recombination involved to explain the
RHIC observables do not include microscopic parton dynamics, which is done
in qMD for quarks. Instead, they work by coalescence in phase space. It would
be tempting to apply qMD to look at these questions for RHIC events. However,
beside the problem of applying the instantaneous potential interaction at RHIC
energies, at the moment it is hard to get enough statistics with qMD simulations
to get reliable data for the high p⊥ region which is most interesting. Note that
the m⊥ spectra in ﬁgure 6 (which are essentially p⊥ spectra for massless quarks)
end in statistical noise at m⊥ = 2 GeV, which is the lower p⊥ oﬀset of ﬁgure 7.
2.4 Nucleonic clustering at RHIC: Antimatter
Once partons in a heavy ion collision have fragmented or recombined to hadrons,
this is not the end of the story as far as clustering phenomena are concerned.
The dense hadronic medium in the expanding ﬁreball after the transition from
the QGP to hadrons allows for many rescattering processes. During rescatter-
ing, the formation of nuclei and even anti-nuclei by coalescence of nucleons is
possible [13].
The STAR collaboration has been looking for anti-deuteron and anti-helium
in the ﬁnal particle yields of Au+Au collisions at RHIC [14]. Production rates
of ¯ d and 3He were found which are larger than in nucleus-nucleus collisions with
lower energies – this can be understood by the much more copiously produced
anti-nucleons in the nearly net-baryon free ﬁreball of a RHIC event as compared
to the net-baryon rich events at lower energies. In fact, the production of light
anti-nuclei ﬁts very well the expectations from anti-nucleon coalescence models:
anti-nucleons cluster together to form anti-deuteron and anti-helium.
93 Conclusion
We have presented two examples of fragmentation and clustering phenomena
from nuclear physics at mediate and high energies. There are many other
cases in nuclear physics where clustering and fragmentation are important –
strange nuclear matter with such objects as the pentaquark states, strangelets
and MEMOs are among them. The examples presented here can only give a
scarce impression of this very rich and interesting ﬁeld.
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